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In the global financial crisis, the investment of Chinese enterprises can be said is 
both "danger" and "Opportunity". On one hand there are strategic investment 
opportunities, while on the other hand equity investment embraces enormous risks. 
The case of Ping An Insurance (Group) invested in Fortis is a costly reminder that 
enterprise should be to establish a sound internal control system of shareholder equity 
investment, effectively preventing the investment risk. In fact, the case of Ping An 
only exposed part of many problems, the risk of equity investment present in 
investment strategy development, investment decision-making, implementation and 
monitoring of investment projects, disposal of investment projects and evaluation of 
investment projects. Based on the analysis of investment risks, and evaluation and 
suggestions of the investment part of “Guidelines for Application of Enterprise 
Internal Control", this thesis designs the internal control system of equity investment.  
This thesis is divided into four chapters: 
The first chapter discusses the case of Ping An Insurance (Group) investing in 
Fortis from internal control perspective. Based on the background, chapter 1 
introduces related concepts of internal control of equity investment and the current 
research status of theorists and practitioners. 
Chapter 2 introduces the five links of enterprise's equity investment, which are 
investment strategy development, investment decision-making, implementation and 
monitoring of investment projects, disposal of investment projects and evaluation of 
investment projects, and the corresponding cases on the risks of each link. 
Chapter 3 puts emphasis on making reflections on chapter 3 of “Guidelines for 
Application of Enterprise Internal Control No.6——Cash Activities”, presented the 
advantages and shortcomings, followed by improving advices. 
Chapter 4 designs the internal control system of equity investment. The system is 
divided into five links and 11 sub-processes, which are Three-year plan, Annual Plan, 
Feasibility study report, Investment project of type A, Investment project of type B, 
The establishment of Project Company, Capital increase and reduction of Project 
Company, Management control of investment projects, Equity Sold, Subsidiaries 
liquidation and Evaluation of Equity Investment Projects, hoping to be valuable for 
enterprises which are in need of establishing and improving their internal control of 
equity investment. 
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